Commonwealth Association of Planners Invitations & Events

Item
Global Planners Network

Website
https://www.globalplan
nersnetwork.org/

The Committee of NGOs

https://csonet.org/index See website link
.php?menu=80

May 17-26, 2022

Caribbean Urban Forum 2022

http://bluespacecaribbe
an.com/cuf/

June 15-27, 2022

Africities 9th Summit 2022

https://www.uclga.org/

Contacts
Brenda Payne
global@planning.org

cuf22barbados@gmail.c
om

Date
Upcoming
meetings: August
25, October 27,
2022

May 17-22, 2022
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Notes
The objectives of GPN are to develop and
share a global planning knowledge base,
further develop the world’s capacity for
and understanding of planning, define
the concepts of sustainability and
sustainable human settlements, promote
human equity and empowerment in
planning, and engage new partners
committed to the values of the
Vancouver Declaration and the work of
GPN.
CAP’s request for UN Economic and
Social Affairs Committee Status will be
decided at this time and communicated
at a later date.

Action
CAP President and Secretary
General attend these
meetings. There is also broad
representation from other
CAP member organisations.

The Caribbean Urban Forum is the major
annual regional event on urban planning,
development, and land management. It is the
main opportunity for practitioners, policy
makers and researchers to share experience
and knowledge across the Caribbean. CUF
provides a key route to improving policy
making and implementation processes across
the Region, strengthening collaborations
between organisations and institutions as
well as giving insights into the delivery of
important projects

For those interested: The
deadline for the submission of
proposals/abstracts is
February 28, 2022.
Feedback on abstracts will be
provided by March 15, 2022.
Full papers and presentations
should be presented as early
as possible, but by 31 May
2022 at the latest.

The Pan-African Organisation of United
Cities and Local Governments of Africa
(UCLG Africa) is organising the 9th edition

Information only

CAP needs to consider
representation at this event in
2023.
The Kenya Institute of
Planners will have
representation. CAP needs to

Commonwealth Association of Planners Invitations & Events
of the Africities Summit (Africities 9) in
Kisumu, Kenya.

consider representation at this
event in 2023.

The theme of the 9th Africities Summit
is: “The Role of Intermediary Cities of
Africa in the Implementation of Agenda
2030 of the United Nations and the
African Union Agenda 2063”

Commonwealth Heads of
Government (CHOGM)Commonwealth Business
Forum (CBF), Kigali Rwanda

World Urban Forum (WUF)
2022 - “Transforming our
Cities for a Better Urban
Forum”

https://www.cweic.org/
cbf/rwanda-2021/

Anthony K. Baah
bakwabwena@chogm20
21.rw

CSCI Coordinator Victoria
Hobday can be reached
at:
CSCIcoordinator@capplanners.org for more
information
https://wuf.unhabitat.or unhabitat-wuf@un.org
g/

June 20-25, 2022

CAP will be co-hosting side events with
CSCI Partners regarding the Call to Action
June 21-23.

Working with Commonwealth
Sustainable Cities Initiative
Partnership. CAP members
invited to provide a letter of
support for the Call to Action.

June 26-30, 2022

CAP will be co-hosting an event with CSCI
Partners regarding the Call to Action.

CAP Executive to confirm
representation at these events
in the coming weeks.

CAP was invited to participate in
ISOCARP’s event on Marking Green
Planning Happen.
Specific dates and details have not been
confirmed.

Elevation 2.0 Canadian
Institute of Planners

https://web.cvent.com/
event/24eb3bfc-93614836-b1316675a7edc33c/summar
y

July 5-8, 2022
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The theme of the 2022 joint national
conference captures the profession’s
commitment to move forward and upward
together, leading to new vantage points and
paths to explore. ELEVATION 2.0 provides
opportunities for planners and community

CAP Secretary General will be
in attendance.

Commonwealth Association of Planners Invitations & Events
builders from across the country to share
ideas, ask questions, and learn from diverse
perspectives, ultimately guiding the
profession to new heights of possibility,
leadership, and accomplishment.
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